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Abstract 

The scaling of CMOS technologies has increased the performance of general 
purpose processors and DSPs. However, analog circuits designed in the same process 
have not been able to utilize the scaling to the same extent, suffering from reduced 
voltage headroom and reduced analog gain. Integration of the system components on 
the same die means that the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) needs to be 
implemented in the newest technologies in order to utilize the digital capabilities at 
these process nodes. To design efficient ADCs in nanoscale CMOS technologies, there 
is a need to both understand the physical limitations as well as to develop new 
architectures and circuits that take full advantage of the potential that process has to 
offer. 

As the technology scales to smaller feature sizes, the possible sample-rate of ADCs 
can be increased. This thesis explores the design of high-speed ADCs and investigates 
architectural and circuit concepts that address the problems associated with lower 
supply voltage and analog gain. The power dissipation of Nyquist rate ADCs is 
investigated and lower bounds, as set by both thermal noise and minimum feature sizes 
are formulated. Utilizing the increasing digital performance, low-accuracy analog 
components can be used, assisted by digital correction or calibration, which leads to a 
reduction in power dissipation. Through the aid of new techniques and concepts, the 
power dissipation of low-to-medium resolution ADCs benefit from going to more 
modern CMOS processes, which is supported by both theory and published results. 
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New architectures and circuits of high-speed ADCs are explored in test-chips based 
on the flash and pipeline ADC architectures. Two flash ADCs were developed, both 
based on a new comparator that suppresses common-mode kick-back by a factor of 6x 
compared to conventional topologies. The first flash ADC is based on redundancy in the 
comparator array, allowing the use of low-accuracy, small-sized and low-power 
comparators to achieve an overall low-power solution. The flash ADC achieves 4.0 
effective bits at 2.5 GS/s while dissipating 30 mW of power. The second Flash ADC 
further explores the use of low-accuracy components, relying on the process variations 
to generate the reference levels based on the mismatch induced comparator offsets. The 
reference-free ADC achieves a resolution of 3.7 bits at 1.5 GS/s and dissipates  
23 mW of power, showing that process variations does not necessarily has to be seen as 
detrimental to circuit performance, but rather can be seen as a source of diversity. 

In two implemented pipeline ADCs, the potential of very high sample-rates and 
energy efficiency is explored. The first pipeline ADC utilizes a new high-speed current-
mode amplifier in open-loop configuration in order to reach a sample-rate of 2.4 GS/s in 
a single-channel pipeline ADC, a speed which is significantly faster than previous state-
of-the-art The ADC achieved above 4.7 bits throughout the Nyquist range while 
dissipating 318 mW. The second pipeline ADC relies on an inverter-based amplifier, 
used in switched-capacitor feedback in order to keep the amplifier biased at a power-
optimal point. The amplifier uses asymmetrically biased transistors in order to better 
match the p- and n-type transistors, which increases linearity and allows for fully 
symmetrical layout. Operating at 1.0 GS/s, the effective resolution of the ADC was 7.5 
bits and the power dissipation was 73 mW. This shows that it is possible to achieve low 
power dissipation while maintaining both high sample-rates and medium resolution. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Dagens ständigt ökande krav på högre dataöverföringshastigheter leder till ett antal 
olika problem i överföringen av information. Den ström av ettor och nollor som sänds ut 
påverkar varandra och när de kommer fram till mottagaren går det inte att bestämma 
vad det var som sändes ut. Genom att omvandla den mottagna signalen i en analog-till-
digitalomvandlare till en högre upplösning än endast ettor och nollor och sedan använda 
digital signalbehandling går det att återfå den utsända informationen. 

Med höga prestandakrav på digital signalbehandling betyder det att analog-till-
digitalomvandlare behöver integreras tillsammans med digitala byggblock på samma 
chip. Även om utvecklingen av tillverkningsprocesserna leder till ökat antal transistorer 
per yta såväl som förbättrad prestanda för digital logik så har analoga kretsar inte 
samma fördelar av processkalningen. Till exempel blir det svårare att bygga kretsar med 
hög förstärkning och linjäritet i och med att matningsspänningen minskar. 

Utvecklingen av analog-till-digitalomvandlare har därför gått mot att börja använda 
analoga kretsar med otillräcklig prestanda och att sedan använda den kraftfulla digitala 
signalbehandlingen som finns tillgänglig för att korrigera för de fel som uppstår. 

Denna avhandling undersöker möjligheter och gränser för denna digitalt understödda 
analogdesign. Flera analog-till-digitalomvandlare har konstruerats och demonstrerar 
olika tekniker för att uppnå både höga samplingstakter såväl som låg effektförbrukning. 
Effektförbrukningen är en av de viktigaste parametrarna hos analog-till-
digitalomvandlare och de lägsta gränserna undersöks för olika omvandlararkitekturer. 
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Det har skett en ständig minskning av effektförbrukningen hos publicerade omvandlare 
och de börjar nu närma sig vad som är teoretiskt möjligt. 
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• A study and implementation of redundancy in the comparator array of flash 
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• The implementation of a reference-free ADC, relying on process variations to 
generate the reference levels. 

• The implementation of a very high sample-rate single-channel pipeline ADC 
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• The implementation of a medium resolution pipeline ADC with high-linearity 
and energy efficient closed loop amplifiers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction to Analog-to-Digital Converters 
An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is the interface between the on-chip digital 

domain and the real-world domain of analog signals. It is a necessary component 
whenever analog data from sensors or transducers should be digitally processed or when 
transmitting data either through long-range wireless radio links or for high-speed 
transmission between chips on the same printed circuit board (PCB) or over backplanes. 

1.2 Applications 
There are many applications for analog-to-digital converters, ranging from sensors, 

audio and data acquisition systems to video, radar and communications interfaces. The 
applications that require the highest sample-rates in the ADC are typically found in 
video, radar and communication areas. A field where ADCs has recently emerged as the 
favorable implementation option is in high-speed serial links, where both high-speed 
and low power dissipation is of importance. 
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1.2.1 High-Speed Serial-Links 
In order to cope with the increasing demands on communication capacity, the data 

throughput of serial links continues to increase. Even when transmitting digital two-
level signals, the impedance mismatch, channel impairments, crosstalk and frequency 
dependent attenuation will cause significant problems such as inter-symbol-interference 
(ISI) at the receiver side. 

In order to deal with the channel degradations, equalization of the input signal is 
required and an example is shown in Figure 1.1. A feed-forward equalizer (FFE) and a 
decision-feedback-equalizer (DFE) are used together with a one-bit slicer to compensate 
for the ISI [1], [2]. 

With a combination of high-speed multi-bit ADCs and the digital speed and logic 
density available in the newest technology nodes, some of the processing can be moved 
to the digital domain as shown in Figure 1.2. 

Using a multi-level ADC offers several advantages in flexibility and 
programmability. Examples include using more advanced digital processing when 
required by the channel, while also offering the option of using other modulation 
schemes than the two-level binary PAM2 for higher throughput when possible [2]. 

There is a wide range of both electrical and optical wireline serial-links utilizing 
ADCs. The applications have different requirements on sample-rate as well as 
resolution and include the following examples: 

Figure 1.1 – An example of the front-end of a slicer-based serial link receiver. 

Figure 1.2 – An ADC-based serial link receiver. 
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The partial response maximum likelihood (PRML) read-channel is used in DVD 
systems and in [3], an ADC with a sample-rate of 550 MS/s with a resolution of 7 bits 
was used. 

Gigabit Ethernet uses 5-level signaling (PAM5) over four wire pairs. In order to 
remove the ISI, a 9-bit 125 MS/s ADC was used together with digital decision feed-
back sequence estimation (DFSE) in [4]. 

In current 10 Gb/s Ethernet links, multimode fibers (MMF) are used for the optical 
transmission over distances less than 1 km [5]. The multimode propagation of these 
fibers causes signal dispersion similar to those resulting from multi-path fading in 
wireless links. This requires electronic dispersion compensation (EDC) implemented in 
the transceivers. The receiver implementation is moving towards maximum-likelihood 
sequence detectors (MLSD), which requires ADCs with 6-bit resolution at 10 GS/s 
[5] - [7]. 

For optical networks, data rates of 100 Gb/s per channel with wavelength division 
multiplexing are currently under development. In such systems, the more advanced 
modulation schemes requires moving to multi-bit ADCs with the least stringent ADC 
requirement being 27 GS/s sample-rate at 6-bit resolution when using dual polarization 
16QAM modulation. Another modulation candidate is dual polarization QPSK where 
the requirements on the ADC are a sample-rate of 56 GS/s at 5-bit resolution [8], [9]. 

It is a challenge to implement ADC for these requirements. Although a 125 MS/s, 9-
bit ADC is well within what is possible to implement with a single ADC in a modern 
CMOS process [10], the demands of for example 100Gb Ethernet requires multiple 
ADCs to be time-interleaved in order to achieve the required sample-rate.  

1.3 Motivation and Scope of the Thesis 
With the increasing data-rates and tight power budgets of serial links there is a 

corresponding increase in the demands on sample-rate, bandwidth and power 
dissipation for ADCs. Although the scaling of CMOS technologies has increased the 
performance of general purpose processors and DSPs, analog circuits designed in the 
same processes have not been able to utilize the scaling to the same extent. The supply 
voltage needs to be reduced in order to reduce oxide stress, which leads to lower voltage 
headroom. Also, the short channel-lengths lead to low transistor voltage gain. Utilizing 
the increasing digital performance, low-accuracy analog components can be used, 
assisted by digital error-correction, which leads to a power dissipation reduction. This is 
further investigated in Paper I, exploring the power dissipation of Nyquist rate ADCs. 
Lower bounds for the power dissipation, set by thermal noise and minimum feature 
sizes, are formulated and it is seen that the power of low-to-medium resolution ADCs 
benefit from the technology scaling. 

New architectures and circuits for high-speed ADCs are explored in Paper II to 
Paper VI with test-chips based on the Flash and Pipelined ADC architectures. Two 
Flash ADCs were developed, both based on a new comparator that suppresses common-
mode kick-back by a factor of 6x compared to conventional topologies, which is 
presented in paper II. The first of the two Flash ADCs is presented in Paper III and is 
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based on redundancy in the comparator array, allowing the use of small-sized, low-
power, low-accuracy comparators to achieve an overall low-power solution. The Flash 
ADC achieves 4 effective bits at 2.5 GS/s while dissipating 30 mW of power. The 
second Flash ADC, presented in Paper IV, further explores the use of low-accuracy 
components relying on the process variations to generate the reference levels based on 
the mismatch induced comparator offsets. The reference-free ADC achieves a resolution 
of 3.7 bits at 1.5 GS/s while dissipating 23 mW, showing that process variations does 
not necessarily has to be seen as detrimental to circuit performance, but rather can be 
seen as a source of diversity. 

Two pipeline ADCs were also designed, one focusing on exploring the potential of 
very high sample-rates and the other on achieving an energy efficient solution. The first 
pipeline ADC is presented in Paper V and utilizes a new high-speed current-mode 
amplifier in open-loop configuration in order to reach a sample-rate of 2.4 GS/s in a 
single-channel pipeline ADC, a speed which is significantly faster than previous state-
of-the-art The ADC achieved above 4.7 bits throughout the Nyquist range while 
dissipating 318 mW. In Paper VI, the second pipeline ADC is presented, which instead 
relies on an inverter-based amplifier used in switched-capacitor feedback in order to 
keep the amplifier biased at a power-optimal point. The amplifier uses asymmetrically 
biased transistors in order to increase linearity in feedback with the advantage of 
allowing fully symmetrical layout. Operating at 1.0 GS/s, the effective resolution of the 
ADC was 7.5 bits. Dissipating 73 mW, this shows that it is possible to achieve low 
power dissipation at medium resolution while maintaining a high sample-rate. 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into two parts: 

• Part I – Design of High Speed ADCs  
• Part II – Papers 

In the first chapter of Part I, an introduction to analog-to-digital converters is given. 
Chapter 2 presents the fundamentals of analog-to-digital conversion and also describes 
how the converters can be characterized. In Chapter 3, common architectures used to 
implement high-speed ADCs are described. Chapter 4 discusses the building blocks of 
an analog-to-digital converter and their design trade-offs. The challenges in 
implementing ADCs in the nanoscale CMOS process and current trends in ADC design 
is presented in Chapter 5. Concluding remarks regarding the design of high-speed 
analog-to-digital converters is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Part II of the thesis contains the full versions of the research papers. 
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Chapter 2 

Fundamentals of Analog-to-Digital 

Conversion 

2.1 The Analog-to-Digital Converter 
The conversion of an analog signal to digital quantizes the input in both time and 

amplitude [1]. Quantization in time is referred to as sampling and is performed in the 
ADC front-end, often by an explicit track-and-hold circuit. The amplitude quantization, 
referred to just as quantization, approximates the input signal given a set of fixed 
reference levels. The number of possible quantization levels determines the resolution 
of the ADC, which is typically described with the number of binary bits, n, needed to 
represent the quantization level. 

2.2 Quantization 
The quantization of an input signal introduces errors that cannot be removed as the 

accurate signal information between the quantization steps is lost [2]. This is illustrated 
for a 3-bit ideal ADC in Figure 2.1, showing how a normalized input between 0 and 1 is 
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• DNL[k] – The difference between the code bin width of code k and the 
average code bin width, divided by the average code bin width after 
correcting for gain and offset. 

• DNL – The maximum absolute value of DNL for all k. 
• INL[k] – The difference between the ideal and actual code transition level k 

after correcting for gain and offset. 
• INL – The maximum absolute value of INL for all k. 

These quantities are shown for a 3-bit ADC in Figure 2.4. 

In order to completely quantify ADC performance, the errors related to input and 
sampling frequency should also be characterized. Quantities used to describe the 
dynamic performance are, as defined in [1], [2] and [3]: 

• Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) – The ratio of the signal power to the total 
noise power at the output, typically measured for a sinusoidal input. 

• Signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR, also SINAD) – The ratio of the 
signal power to the total noise and harmonic power at the output, when the 
input is a sinusoidal signal. 

• Effective number of bits (ENOB) – Defined as in (2.8), where SNDR is the 
maximum SNDR for the converter, measured in decibel. 
 

Figure 2.4 – Non-linear static errors in ADCs. 
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There are many sources responsible for degrading the dynamic performance. Most 
error sources are related to specific architectures and will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
However, common for ADCs is the sampling process which can increase the noise 
floor, introduce non-linear distortion and limit the ADC bandwidth. The sampling 
process will be described below. 

2.3 Sampling 
In sampling, a continuous-time input waveform is assigned discrete-time values [3]. 

Although several forms of sampling can be considered, such as ideal and zero-order 
hold, track-and-hold is the most common sampling scheme in high sample-rate ADCs 
as the acquisition time is comparable to the sampling period [1]. Track-and-hold 
 

Figure 2.6 – The a) DNL and b) INL errors for the simulated 8-bit ADC showing 
the reference variations and non-linear component of the transfer function. 
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The sampling jitter will limit the bandwidth of the ADC and the 3dB-bandwidth can be 
found by equating the SNDR of the ADC without sampling jitter to the SNR given by 
(2.19). For an ideal 8-bit ADC with an rms sampling jitter of 500 ps, the effective 
resolution bandwidth (ERBW) is just above 1 GHz. This is confirmed by a simulation 
of the ideal 8-bit ADC introducing jitter in the sampling process. The achieved SNDR 
versus input frequency is shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 – SNDR versus input frequency for an ideal 8-bit ADC with 500 ps of 
rms sampling jitter. 
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Chapter 3 

High-Speed ADC Architectures 

3.1 Introduction 
There is a wide variety of different ADC architectures available depending on the 

requirements of the application. They can range from high-speed, low resolution flash 
converters to the high-resolution, low-bandwidth oversampled noise-shaping sigma-
delta converters. The high-sample rates required for serial link applications can be 
attained in two ways. First, a single-channel high speed ADCs can be used, which limits 
the choice of architectures available. The alternative solution is to use several lower 
sample-rate ADCs in a time-interleaved (TI) configuration, in order to increase the 
sample-rate. This allows for a variety of architectures to be used depending on the 
specific requirements such as power dissipation, area, latency and design time. The 
architectures that are used for high-sample rate applications, either in a single-channel 
or time-interleaved are: 

• Flash ADCs – The most parallel converter architecture. The entire 
conversion is complete within one clock cycle. 

• Folding ADCs – These are closely related to flash ADCs but using a multi-
step implementation. The conversion is often finished within one clock 
cycle. 
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• Pipeline ADCs – Several stages are pipelined, achieving a high throughput 
at the cost of increased latency while allowing more efficient 
implementations for medium resolutions. 

• Successive approximation ADCs – This architecture typically generate one 
bit per clock cycle, the benefits are the low area needed for the 
implementation. 

An overview of the performance for the different single-channel and interleaved 
architectures is shown in Figure 3.1 for converters published in the international solid-
state circuit conference, ISSCC, or the VLSI symposium between 1997 and 2011 [1]. It 
is seen that for resolutions below 6 effective bits and sample rates up to 10 GS/s, flash 
ADCs are the most common architecture. Folding ADCs are used to increase the 
resolution at the cost of sample-rate. For resolutions above 6 bits, pipeline ADCs are 
often found around 100 MS/s, targeting wireless applications [2]. Time-interleaved 
ADCs exist throughout the entire range with interleaved SARs covering the range from 
13.5 bits at 40 MS/s to 3.9 bits at 40 GS/s. 

Figure 3.1 – Performance of different high-speed ADC architectures with data 
taken from converters published in the conferences ISSCC or VLSI symposium 
between 1997 and 2011. 
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3.2 Flash ADCs 
The flash ADC architecture offers the highest potential single-channel sample rate of 

all the architectures, with the principle being shown in Figure 3.3. The correct 
quantization level is decided through the parallel comparison of the input signal to 2n-1 
reference levels. Typically, a resistor ladder with 2n equally sized resistances is used to 
generate the reference voltages. Each comparator determines whether the input signal is 
larger than the reference level, which will cause the digital outputs to be thermometer 
coded. In the thermometer code, the ‘1’-to-’0’ transition indicates which quantization 
level corresponds to the input signal. A decoder is used in order to convert the 
thermometer code to an n-bit digital output word. Flash ADCs mainly target 
applications where low latency is important, for example in control loops. 

 

Figure 3.3 - Flash ADC architecture. 
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The flash ADC is most suitable for low resolutions as the hardware required doubles 
for a resolution increase of 1 bit. However, as the comparator requirements scale with 
the resolution, the power dissipation increases by more than a factor of two. 

Because of the number of parallel comparators, the flash architecture often have a 
high input capacitance when compared to other architectures, which leads to higher 
demands on the driver circuit. 

3.2.1 Inherent Sample and Hold 
As the correct quantization level is decided within one clock cycle there is no 

requirement to precede the comparator array with a sample-and-hold, as sampling is 
inherently performed by the comparators. The absence of a single sample-and-hold 
increases the circuit requirements and introduces several error sources. 

Timing skew between the comparators result in signal dependent distortion as the 
comparators would sample different time instances of the input signal. By matching the 
delay of the signal and clock paths, the impact of clock skew can be reduced. 

At the latching clock edge, the comparators will start to regenerate. With high input 
slew-rates the comparator decision could change after the latching edge, effectively 
introducing a slew-rate dependent latching instant. This effect can be reduced by 
increasing the rise time of the clock signal, resulting in a power dissipation increase in 
the clock driver [5]. 

These error sources results in signal and clock frequency dependent harmonic 
distortion, reducing the signal to noise and distortion ratio. The power saved by not 
including an explicit sample-and-hold must then be weighed against the respective costs 
mentioned above. 

3.2.2 Flash Decoders 
The choice of decoder topology has an impact on the ADC latency and robustness to 

comparator offset and noise. The most straightforward implementation of a decoder 
consists of first detecting the ‘1’-to-‘0’ transition in the thermometer code. This 
transition point is then used to address a line in a ROM which contains the 
corresponding binary coded output word. Offset and noise in the comparators could 
introduce errors in the thermometer code, called bubble-errors. These would result in 
several lines in the ROM being addressed at the same time thereby introducing 
significant errors, especially for input signals in proximity to the major code transition. 
One way to correct for the above error is to use bubble-suppressing logic which cancels 
the effect of bubbles when appearing near the ‘1’-to-‘0’ transition. However, the 
appearance of bubbles further away from the correct transition point requires more 
complex circuits in order to be corrected [6]. To reduce the impact of these bubble 
errors, the ROM contents can be grey coded so that when two nearby lines in the ROM 
are simultaneously addressed, the error would then be minimal. 

Another decoder topology which is able to optimally correct for bubble-errors is the 
Wallace tree decoder [7]. By summing all the comparator output values, the bubbles are 
suppressed and the binary output is generated at the cost of additional hardware. 
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For all the decoder topologies the implementation can be pipelined in order to 
increase the digital throughput at the cost of additional latency and power dissipation. 

3.2.3 Comparator accuracy and redundancy 
In a flash ADC, the offset of the individual comparators in the array will degrade the 

overall linearity and reduce SNDR. In order to achieve low offset, the comparators often 
need to be increased in size as well as to include pre-amplifiers, something that is 
discussed in Chapter 4. There is then a trade-off between speed and power to achieve 
sufficiently low offsets. 

A concept that is explored in Paper III and Paper IV is comparator redundancy, 
which is used to circumvent the speed-power-area trade-off. Comparator accuracy is 
closely related to the static linearity metrics of INL and DNL and the probability of 
having comparator thresholds close enough the ideal levels can be increased through 
redundant comparators. The advantage is that, small-size and low-power comparators 
can be used to achieve a better overall performance at the cost of the area and overhead 
of the redundant hardware. The use of redundancy is an architectural method of 
avoiding the use of accurate analog components, something that is explored throughout 
this thesis with the principle that low-accuracy in the building blocks does not relate to 
low-accuracy on the system level [8].  

In Paper III, redundancy is used to relax the comparator accuracy requirements, 
which is ideally determined by mismatch in the comparator and resistor ladder reference 
network. Paper IV further explores this concept by removing the reference network 
altogether, utilizing the comparator offset as the source of reference levels. 

Another method that has been used to avoid the costly speed-power-area trade-offs 
is to trim the comparator trip-points using various foreground or background calibration 
schemes.  

3.2.4 Flash ADC Performance 
The flash ADC architecture is suitable when low resolutions or low latency is 

required. Table 3-1 shows the performance of selected published CMOS flash ADCs. 
Based upon published results, the resolution of flash ADCs are often limited to 6 bits 
but also higher resolutions have been achieved for full flash architectures. This table 
also shows the results achieved for the flash ADCs of Paper III and Paper IV. 
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3.3 Folding ADCs 
When medium resolutions are required and the latency is still important, using a 

flash ADC could lead to high power dissipation and large area. This can be improved by 
moving away from the fully parallel comparator array. Folding is a technique where the 
decision is divided into parts with two flash sub-ADCs, each quantizing the coarse and 
fine bits of the full resolution, respectively. In this way, an n+m bit resolution can be 
achieved with an n- and m-bit ADC, significantly reducing the number of comparators 
for medium resolutions. In order to quantize the fine bits, the fine sub-ADC needs to be 
preceded by an analog folding circuit. 

The principle of the folding ADC is shown in Figure 3.4a and the transfer 
characteristic of the folding circuit is shown in Figure 3.4b. The ideal behavior is shown 

Table 3-1 - Performance summary of flash ADCs. 

Author 
Year 

Effective 
Number  
of Bits  

(ENOB) 

Sampling 
Frequency 

(fs) 

Effective 
Resolution 
Bandwidth 
(ERBW) 

Process 
Power 

Dissipation 
(P) 

[9] 
2009 3.8 7.5 GS/s 6 GHz 65 nm 

CMOS 52 mW 

[10] 
2008 7.0 1.25 GS/s 1.3 GHz 90 nm 

CMOS 207 mW 

[11] 
2004 6.0 4 GS/s 1 GHz 0.13 µm 

CMOS 990 mW 

[12] 
2008 5.3 5 GS/s 2.5 GHz 65 nm 

CMOS 320 mW 

[13] 
2006 3.7 1.25 GS/s 3.3 GHz 90 nm 

CMOS 2.5 mW 

Paper III 4.0 2.5 GS/s 300 MHz 90 nm 
CMOS 30 mW 

Paper IV 3.69 1.5 GS/s 600 MHz 90 nm 
CMOS 23 mW 
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with a dashed line, in an implementation the discontinuous derivative at the folding 
thresholds will be smoothed, as is shown in exaggerated form with the solid line. 

As for the full flash ADC, the sub-ADCs perform sampling of the input signal, 
removing the requirement of a front-end sample-and-hold. However, the folding circuit 
also introduces a delay and in order not to limit the bandwidth, the coarse and fine sub-
ADCs should sample the sample the same time instant of the signal. Therefore, 
introducing a matched delay to the coarse ADC is one technique to improve the 
bandwidth without adding a sample-and-hold [14], [15]. 

3.3.1 Interpolation 
Interpolation is a technique that is often used in combination with folding, but which 

also is seen for full flash ADCs. By interpolating the output of the comparator pre-
amplifiers, the linearity is increased and the number of pre-amplifiers can be reduced, 
saving hardware. However, the interpolation often results in a bandwidth reduction, 
limiting the sample-rate for Nyquist-rate operation. 

The interpolation can be implemented either as resistive or capacitive, with the 
principle for the resistive interpolation being shown in Figure 3.5a. Additional zero-
crossings for the comparators are generated between the reference levels, as shown in 
Figure 3.5b, as long as the neighboring pre-amplifiers operate in the their linear region 
[15]. Depending on the output impedance of the pre-amplifiers, there is also an amount 

of averaging between the pre-amplifier outputs. This has the benefit of suppressing 
offsets but also generates distortion near the edges of the input region, reducing the 
useful input range to about 70% of full-scale range [14][15]. In order to restore the input 
range, additional pre-amplifiers can be added. Also, the values of the interpolating 
resistances can be changed, in order to reduce the distortion. However, this makes the 
ADC more susceptible to process-variations as the resistor matching is best for equal 
devices.  

 

Figure 3.4 – a) The principle of the folding ADC and b) the functionality of the 
folding circuit for n = 2. 
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3.3.2 Folding ADC Performance 
Table 3-2 summarizes the performance of recently published folding ADCs. Still 

achieving sample-rates above 1 gigasample/second, the folding ADCs are used to either 
reduce the power dissipation or to increase the overall resolution. Compared to the full 
flash architectures, the folding architecture is more efficient but cannot reach the highest 
conversion rates of the flash ADCs. 
  

 

Figure 3.5 – Interpolation in an ADC with a) resistive interpolation and b) the 
interpolated output near the thresholds. 
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3.4 Pipeline ADCs 
When the latency requirements are relaxed, other architectures offers the potential 

for savings in power dissipation and area. The pipeline ADC does this by distributing 
the quantization over several stages, where each stage samples the input and performs 
low-level quantization. In this way, each stage can process different samples 
simultaneously, achieving a high throughput with pipelining. In Figure 3.6, the 
architecture of a pipeline ADC is shown with n pipelines stages followed by an m-bit 
flash ADC. 

Each pipeline stage performs quantization with a low-resolution flash sub-ADC. In 
order for the following stages to quantize the finer steps the decision is converted into 
analog with a DAC and then subtracted from the sampled input. The result is the 
quantization error from the sub-ADC and this decision is then amplified to cover the 
full-scale range and then sampled by the following stage. This means that all the stages 
can be implemented identically and there is a linear relationship between required 
hardware and resolution. The principle of a pipeline stage is shown in Figure 3.7, the 
part which performs the digital-to-analog conversion, subtraction and amplification is 
called a multiplying DAC (MDAC) and is often implemented together in a switched-
capacitor configuration. The SNDR will be limited by circuit non-idealities and the 
stage requirements will increase with an increase of resolution. Therefore, the power 
dissipation will not scale linearly, which is studied in Paper I. 
  

Table 3-2 - Performance summary of Folding and Interpolating ADCs. 

Author 
Year 

Effective 
Number 
of Bits  

(ENOB) 

Sampling 
Frequency 

(fs) 

Effective 
Resolution 
Bandwidth 
(ERBW) 

Process 
Power 

Dissipation 
(P) 

[16] 
2008 5.7 1 GS/s 200 MHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 60 mW 

[17] 
2009 9.2 1 GS/s 1 GHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 1.2 W 

[18] 
2009 4.7 1.75 GS/s 878 MHz 90 nm 

CMOS 2.2 mW 

[19] 
2009 5.8 2.7 GS/s 1.35 GHz 90 nm 

CMOS 50 mW 
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An advantage with the pipeline architecture is that it is easy to introduce redundancy, 
which will significantly reduce the sub-ADC requirements. The transfer function of a 
pipeline stage with a 1-bit sub-ADC and an amplifier gain of two is shown in Figure 
3.8a. The comparator will decide when to switch from one part of the curve to another. 
Therefore, comparator offset can cause inputs signals near zero to generate 
out-of range outputs which will overdrive the following stage and cause a loss in 
resolution, as shown in Figure 3.8b. The comparator requirements will scale with the 
required ADC resolution and will lead to large area and often high power dissipation to 
maintain the speed of the comparators. 

 
  

 

Figure 3.6 – Example architecture of a pipeline ADC. n k-bit pipeline stages are 
followed by an m-bit flash stage. The amount of redundancy determines the overall 
resolution. 

 

Figure 3.7 – A pipeline stage with the MDAC highlighted. 
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Figure 3.8 – a) The transfer function of a standard 1-bit pipeline stage without 
redundancy. Dout corresponds to the comparator (1-bit sub-ADC) output. 
b) The effect of comparator offset on the stage output. Offset will cause out-of 
range errors (highlighted in circles), which will overdrive the following stages. 

 

Figure 3.9 – a) The transfer function of a redundant 1.5-bit pipeline stage. Dout 
corresponds to the sub-ADC binary output. b) The effect of comparator offset 
on the stage output. Offset up to VFS/8 is tolerated without overdriving the 
following stages. 
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By introducing an additional comparator while maintaining an amplifier gain of two, 
the comparator requirements can drop significantly. The transfer function of the 1.5-bit 
stage is shown in Figure 3.9a for the three possible sub-ADC levels. Comparator offset 
will still shift the decision levels, as shown in Figure 3.9b. However, as the outputs will 
remain within the full-scale range for comparator offsets lower than VFS/8, there will be 
no loss in resolution as the following stages will perform the remaining fine 
quantization. Reconstruction of the binary output is iterative starting with the output of 
the final flash. This output is binary shifted, corresponding to the inverse of the 
amplifier gain (1/2 is a binary right shift by one position) and the sub-ADC output of the 
last pipeline stage is added. The procedure is then repeated back to the first stage. As 
long as the amplifier gain is a power of two, the binary output reconstructing is a simple 
process. This shift and add process, taking into account the sub-ADC redundancy is 
often referred to as digital error correction of a pipeline ADC. 

Although comparator offset and also noise within the redundancy margin does not 
affect the resolution, non-idealities in the amplifier and DAC appears at the output 
residue and therefore reduces the SNDR. 

When implementing the MDAC with switched-capacitor circuits, the capacitor 
values can be sized according to the thermal noise requirements. As the impact of noise 
is reduced for pipeline stages further down the chain, stage scaling can be performed in 
order to distribute the noise between the stages and achieving a power efficient 
implementation. The noise levels and optimal noise distribution is discussed in Paper I. 

3.4.1 Pipeline ADC Performance 
As with the other ADC architectures, the performance spread is large. The pipeline 

ADC presented in Paper V achieved a sample-rate of 2.4 GS/s, which is the highest 
sample-rate seen for single-channel pipeline ADCs and the range of published results 
then span up to resolutions above 12 bits as seen in Table 3-3. The pipeline ADC 
architecture is also commonly used with time-interleaving interleaving and the 
calculated single-channel performance of those ADCs is also shown in that table. 
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Table 3-3 - Performance summary of pipeline ADCs. 

Author 
Year 

Effective 
Number 
of Bits 

(ENOB) 

Sampling 
Frequency 

(fs) 

Effective 
Resolution 
Bandwidth 
(ERBW) 

Process 
Power 

Dissipation 
(P) 

[20] 
2009 9.0 500 MS/s 233 MHz 90 nm 

CMOS 55 mW 

[21] 
2007 5.3 800 MS/s 400 MHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 105 mW 

[22] 
2009 12.8 125 MS/s 150 MHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 385 mW 

[23]* 
2008 5.8 1.3 GS/s 4 GHz 90 nm 

CMOS 200 mW 

[24]* 
2003 6.5 250 MS/s 2 GHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 125 mW 

[25]* 
2009  4.8 1.2 GS/s 6.1 GHz 0.13 µm 

CMOS 75 mW 

[26]* 
2005 3.4 600 MS/s 2.2 GHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 78 mW 

Paper V 5.2 2.4 GS/s 1.2 GHz 65 nm 
CMOS 318 mW 

Paper VI 7.5 1.0 GS/s 
1.3 GHz 
limited by 

signal generators

65 nm 
CMOS 73 mW 

* The ADC is time-interleaved. The single-channel performance would therefore be better than what is 
presented in the table with higher ENOB and lower power dissipation.  
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3.5 Successive Approximation ADCs 
The successive-approximation ADC can be seen as the implementation of a binary 

search algorithm. In a single stage, the input is sampled and then a state-machine 
controls a DAC output, deciding the bits from MSB to LSB one by one. As the search 
algorithm is iterative, only one comparator is needed and the comparator output 
sequentially updates the successive approximation register (SAR). The input signal is 
sampled at the beginning of the conversion and after k clock cycles the conversion is 
complete and a new sample is taken. Therefore, the sample rate is lower than the 
internal clock frequency, which is the drawback of the SAR ADC architecture. 

The DAC can be implemented in several ways. A common approach is to merge the 
sampling and DAC functionality into a capacitive network. In the capacitive array the 
capacitor sizes will be weighted depending on the bit position. Either a binary weighted 
array can be used or an alternative approach known as C-2C, which prevents the 
exponential scaling of the capacitor values at the expense of susceptibility to parasitic 
capacitance. A hybrid architecture, using both methods, is seen in Figure 3.10 showing 
one single-ended side of a differential implementation [27]. The switches to the 
capacitance nodes are not shown. The input is first sampled to the MSB segments of the 
capacitive array and then the switches connect the capacitances to either positive or 
negative reference in order to approximate the input level. In the figure the first two 
MSBs are binary weighted and are connected directly to the comparator nodes. The 
subsequent bits are connected in a C-2C method. The absolute capacitor sizes are 
determined either by the required thermal noise level or by the matching requirements. 

With a low number of circuit blocks, including the comparator, the digital control 
logic, reference buffers and the switches for the capacitive array the power dissipation 
of the SAR ADC can be made low. Although the sample-rate is low, the SAR is a good 
architecture for interleaving due to the low area and power efficiency. 

Because the comparator input will be driven towards zero, circuit noise will limit the 
achievable resolution. A faulty comparator decision means that further iterations will 
not provide additional information of the input signal. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 – A differential successive approximation ADC architecture. The 
switches connecting to the capacitor array is removed for clarity. 
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3.5.1 Redundancy or Reduced Radix 
Because of the significant impact of a faulty comparator decision, redundancy, or 

reduced radix, can be employed which allows for faulty comparator decisions when the 
input signal is close to the zero-crossing. 

Redundancy in SAR ADCs can be implemented by adding additional comparators 
while still only increasing the reference resolution by one bit per cycle or by reducing 
the radix when switching the references. The range overlap will allow later bits to 
correct for faulty comparator decisions in the earlier stages due to for example noise. 

Redundancy requires additional hardware to generate the correct binary output and 
also requires additional clock cycles to attain the same resolution. However, the 
susceptibility to comparator noise is reduced, which either allows for an overall higher 
resolution or reduced power dissipation in the comparator. 

 

Table 3-4 - Performance summary of SAR ADCs. 

Author 
Year 

Effective 
Number  
of Bits  

(ENOB) 

Sampling 
Frequency 

(fs) 

Effective 
Resolution 
Bandwidth 
(ERBW) 

Process 
Power 

Dissipation 
(P) 

[28] 
2008 8.6 40 MS/s 32 MHz 90 nm 

CMOS 820 µW 

[29] 
2009 9.4 100 kS/s 50 kHz 0.18 µm 

CMOS 3.8 µW 

[30] 
2009 10.2 11 MS/s 5.5 MHz 0.13 µm 

CMOS 3.6 mW 

[31]* 
2008 5.3 150 MS/s 4 GHz 90 nm 

CMOS 7.5 mW 

[32]* 
2009 5.4 156 MS/s 1.25 GHz 45 nm 

CMOS 3.1 mW 

* The ADC is time-interleaved. The single-channel performance would therefore be better than what is 
presented in the table with higher ENOB and lower power dissipation. 
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3.5.2 Performance of Successive Approximation ADCs 
SAR ADCs are sometimes used for their low power dissipation, often with lower 

requirements on the conversion rate. But as they are also used in the interleaved ADCs 
some are also designed with lower resolution and higher conversion rate. The 
performance spread of these SAR ADCs is summarized in Table 3-4 showing the low 
power and high resolution capacity of this architecture. 

3.6 Time-Interleaved ADCs 
In order to achieve very high sample-rates, especially at medium resolution, then a 

single ADC is not sufficient and time-interleaving of ADCs is required to increase the 
sample rate. Another motivation to use time-interleaved ADCs is that it allows power-
efficient architectures such as SAR and Pipeline ADCs to be used to achieve low-to-
medium resolutions at sample rates that still within the reach of flash ADCs. 

In the time-interleaved configuration, each sub-ADC samples the input in a 
sequential manner. The concept of time-interleaving is shown in Figure 3.11 where n 
parallel ADCs are used to increase the effective sample rate n times. In Figure 3.11, an 

 

Figure 3.11 – Interleaving of ADCs with the use of double sampling. 
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Table 3-5 - Performance summary interleaved ADCs. 

Author 
Year 

Effective 
Number 
of Bits 

(ENOB) 

Sampling 
Frequency 

(fs) 
/ 

Channel 
Sampling 
Frequency 

Effective 
Resolution 
Bandwidth 
(ERBW) 

Process 

Channel 
Architecture 

/ 
Interleaving 

Factor 

Power 
Dissipation 

(P) 

[24] 
2003 6.5 20 GS/s 

250 MS/s 2 GHz 0.18 µm 
CMOS 

Pipeline 
80 10 W 

[23] 
2008 5.8 10.3 GS/s 

1.3 GS/s 4 GHz 90 nm 
CMOS 

Pipeline 
8 1.6 W 

[26] 
2005 3.4 6 GS/s 

600 MS/s 2.2 GHz 0.18 µm 
CMOS 

Pipeline 
10 780 mW 

[25] 
2009  4.8 4.8 GS/s 

1.2 GS/s 6.1 GHz 0.13 µm 
CMOS 

Pipeline 
4 300 mW 

[33] 
2006 8.8 1 GS/s 

125 MS/s 400 MHz 0.13 µm 
CMOS 

Pipeline 
8 250 mW 

[31] 
2008 5.3 24 GS/s 

150 MS/s 4 GHz 90 nm 
CMOS 

SAR 
16x10 1.2 W 

[32] 
2009 5.4 2.5 GS/s 

156 MS/s 1.25 GHz 45 nm 
CMOS 

SAR 
16 50 mW 

[36] 
2010 5.5 40 GS/s 

250 MS/s 7 GHz 65 nm 
CMOS 

SAR 
16x10 1.5 W 

[37] 
2010 4.2 12 GS/s 

1.5 GS/s 8 GHz 65 nm 
CMOS 

Flash 
8 81 mW 

[38] 
2010 4.8 16 GS/s 

2 GS/s 3 GHz 65 nm 
CMOS 

Flash 
8 435 mW 
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Chapter 4 

ADC Building Blocks 

4.1 Comparators 
The comparator is a fundamental component in the design of analog-to-digital 

converters. Typically, the comparator operates in voltage mode and generates a binary 
decision depending on the polarity of the input signal, which can be either single-ended 
or differential. As the comparators should be able to resolve a small input signal to 
digital full swing it is in effect an amplifier with large gain, without any requirement on 
the amplification linearity. This allows the use of positive feedback to realize the large 
gain, often through the use of cross-coupled inverter pairs [1]. 

4.1.1 Comparator Topologies 
Depending on the requirements of speed, offset, noise and power dissipation 

different comparator topologies exist. The basic components of a comparator consist of 
a latch and a pre-amplifier, with a more complex comparator shown in Figure 4.1 [1]. In 
the reset-phase the latch is either biased around the trip-point or pre-charged to a supply 
rail. The pre-amplifier works as a transconductor and, when entering the evaluation 
phase, will cause a current imbalance and trip the latch in either direction. The positive-
feedback of the latch will then regenerate the nodes to full swing. 
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As the offset in a latch is large for small device sizes, pre-amplifiers can be used in 
order to lower the input-referred offset, which will then be scaled by the pre-amplifier 
gain. Although the pre-amplifiers also suffer from offset, this can be used to reach low 
offset levels. If high accuracy is required, offset cancellation techniques can also be 
used to reduce both pre-amplifier and latch offsets [1]. 

4.1.4 Noise 
A rigorous analysis of the noise in sense-amplifier based comparators is given in [5], 

which calculate the comparator noise by dividing the evaluating phase into sub-phases 
depending on the transistors mode of operation. In each of these sub-phases, the 
resulting noise is calculated by solving stochastic differential equations and propagating 
the earlier sampled noise. The noise is mainly a function of the node capacitances. 
Similar to the case of the noise of a sampling switch, (2.13), the transistor sizes has an 
impact on both the power spectral density of the noise as well as the bandwidth. 
However, the node capacitances will limit the bandwidth and determine the noise level. 
The relative transistor sizes have an impact on the noise but for a standard sized 
comparator the result is close to 3kT/C. 

Similar to offset, using pre-amplifiers will suppress the noise of the later stages 
when referring this to the input.  

4.1.5 Kick-back 
Kick-back in a comparator is the result of transients that capacitively couple back to 

the input and reference network. In Figure 4.2, the source of kick-back in a sense-
amplifier based comparator is shown. Transients at the drain of the input transistors 
couple back to the input and reference through the gate-drain capacitance and the 
transients at the input pair tail node couple back through the gate-source capacitance. 
During the reset phase, Φ is low and M1 is off, which will pre-charge nodes X, Y and P 
to high. When Φ goes high, M1 turns on and these nodes are discharged to bring M2 and 
M3 first into saturation and shortly afterwards to the linear region. This discharge leads 

Figure 4.2 – Part of a sense-amplifier based comparator, highlighting the source of 
the kick-back noise. 
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to fast transients at these nodes that will couple back to the input and reference. 
Although the transients will lead to common-mode kick-back, the difference in 
impedance at the input and reference will lead to different voltage transients at those 
ends. Depending on the time-constant at the input and reference, those transients decay 
at different rates and could potentially affect the signal in the next sampling moment. 

Once the regeneration of the output nodes start, the two nodes X and Y will also see 
a differential change, although in the sense-amplifier based comparator the swing and 
slope at these nodes is significantly lower than that of the output nodes. This will create 
a differential component in the kick-back charge. In the pipeline and SAR architectures, 
this charge will remain on the sampling capacitance and degrades SNDR. 

Depending on the magnitude of transistor mismatch, the common-mode rejection 
ratio of the differential input pair is degraded and the common-mode component of the 
input will also give rise to a differential output component. 

Adding pre-amplifiers in front of the comparator will suppress the kick-back 
experienced at the input and reference at the cost of increased power dissipation and 
additional signal delay. 

In Paper II, a comparator is proposed where the common-mode kick-back is 
reduced. The proposed comparator is shown in Figure 4.3 and is a sense-amplifier based 
comparator. Two clocked transistors M4 and M5 are added between the input pairs and 
the cross-coupled latching inverters. The role of these is to prevent the pre-charge of 
nodes X, Y and P from in Figure 4.2. At the beginning of the evaluation phase, the 

Figure 4.3 – Proposed kick-back reduced sense-amplifier based comparator from 
Paper II. 
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voltages at these nodes remain low and the common-mode kick-back charge is reduced 
by 6x, as shown in Paper II. 

4.1.6 Metastability 
Metastability in a comparator occurs when the differential input signal is so small 

that the latch does not have enough time to regenerate the output to acceptable logic 
levels. This depends on the regeneration time constant of the comparator as well as the 
available decision time, often limited by the sampling rate of the analog-to-digital 
converter. As the comparator outputs have not yet reached well-defined logic levels, 
digital circuits connected to the comparator outputs could interpret the signal levels 
differently, leading to substantial error magnitudes. In [6], metastability was analyzed 
for SAR ADCs, developing a model to quantify the effect of metastability by 
calculating the resulting signal-to-metastability-error-ratio (SMR). The metastability 
analysis was adapted to pipeline ADCs in Paper V. 

4.2 Sampling Circuits och Techniques 
In chapter 2.3, the distortion components introduced by a MOS transistor sample-

switch was discussed. This section will show examples of circuit and switching 
techniques to reduce several of these distortions. 

4.2.1 Bottom-plate sampling 
Figure 4.4 shows the concepts of top- and bottom-plate sampling. If the switches are 

implemented using nMOS transistors a falling clock edge will determine the sample-
time. For top-plate sampling, the exact time when the transistor turns off will be when 
the gate-source voltage falls below the threshold voltage. As this is signal dependent, 
the sample-time will depend on the signal amplitude and therefore generate frequency 
dependent non-linear distortion. By introducing another switch at the bottom capacitor 
plate, as in Figure 4.4b, this distortion component can be removed. During the tracking 

Figure 4.4 – a) Top-plate sampling and b) bottom-plate sampling. 
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phase, the bottom plate is tied to ground and the voltage across the capacitance is equal 
to the input signal. The clock signal to the input transistor switch is delayed from the 
bottom-plate switch clock. Therefore, at the falling clock edge, the bottom capacitor 
plate will become floating and voltage across the capacitor will remain held even for 
changing input signals. When the input transistor turns off, the capacitor voltages will 
remain stable. As the bottom plate is grounded during tracking, the sample-time is now 
determined by when the clock, Φ, falls below the threshold voltage removing the input 
dependence of the sample-time. The charge-injection and clock feedthrough from the 
bottom-plate switch will result in an offset which can be minimized by using a 
differential implementation [1]. 

4.2.2 Bootstrapping 
The dependence of the switch on-resistance on the input level was shown in (2.9). In 

order to achieve constant gate-source voltage, bootstrapping of the switch gate can be 
used. Bootstrapping can be implemented in several ways and in Figure 4.5 a method 
using pre-charging of a capacitance is used. During the hold-time, the switches 
controlled by Φs are open and the ones controlled by Φh closed. As the gate-voltage of 
the transistor is tied to ground, the sampling switch is closed, holding the value on the 
sampling capacitor at the output node (not shown). At this time the bootstrap 
capacitance is pre-charged to VDD. When the Φs switches open and the circuit go into 
track-mode, the gate voltage of the transistor will follow the input signal, level-shifted 
up by VDD. When exceeding the supply voltage, care must be taken to prevent a high 
voltage from appearing across any of the gate, source or drain terminal pairs, which 
would increase the rate of aging [7].  

The level-shifting can also be performed with other methods, for example using 
source-followers. Although the gate-voltage now tracks the input-voltage, the bulk-
source voltage will still modulate the threshold voltage. If high linearity is required, 
bootstrapping of the bulk could also be used. 

Figure 4.5 – Example of switch bootstrapping with a capacitor. 
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4.3 Amplifiers 
In pipeline ADCs the performance bottleneck is often the amplifiers. In order to 

realize the residue gain, the amplifiers can be used in either open- or closed-loop 
configurations. 

4.3.1 Open-loop amplifiers 
Using an open-loop amplifier, the gain should be set to the desired residue gain, 

which is two for the 1.5-bit architecture but can be smaller for reduced radix operation. 
As it is challenging to accurately implement the amplifier gains, digital calibration are 
often used to compensate for the gain inaccuracy. This can be done through calibrated 
radix coefficients as in [8], a look-up table as in [9] and also correcting for the gain non-
linearities as in [10] and [11]. In Paper V, these techniques are combined, compensating 
for gain variations as well as input-stage non-linearity allowing the use of a low-
accuracy amplifier to reach sample-rates of 2.4 GS/s. 

4.3.2 Closed-loop amplifiers 
Using amplifiers in closed-loop in switched-capacitor configurations, a high 

amplifier gain can be used in order to rely on capacitor matching for implementing an 
accurate residue gain.  

In nanoscale CMOS processes, the low supply voltage means that the capacitance 
needs to be large to suppress thermal noise. As is shown in Paper I, the capacitance size 
set by the thermal noise limits is then sufficient for the matching requirements in 
nanoscale CMOS processes. 

By relaxing the amplifier gain, the stage gain becomes less controlled while 
simultaneously generating non-linearity due larger input variations, changing the 
operating point. Using digital calibration, an overall power efficient implementation can 
then be achieved by significantly reducing the amplifier power. 

In Paper VI, control of the stage gain is implemented through analog trimming 
removing the need for the power dissipation of the digital calibration circuits. 

4.3.3 Comparator-based switched-capacitor 
The amplifier in a switched-capacitor MDAC uses the gain to force a virtual ground 

condition at the input node. In [12], a comparator and current source is used in order to 
charge the input node until the virtual ground condition occurs. An advantage is that 
slewing can be used, which is a more energy efficient way of charging a capacitance 
than linear settling [13]. 
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Chapter 5 

Challenges and Trends 

In mixed-signal systems, DSP cores, memory, ADCs and analog front-ends are 
integrated on the same die to decrease cost and board area or increase performance [1], 
[2]. For system-on-chip solutions, the technology choice is therefore limited to CMOS 
[3]. The process scaling, with the increasing transistor density and performance 
predicted by Moore’s Law [4], is mainly driven by the digital integrated circuits. 
However, the scaling does not benefit analog circuits to the same extent, even degrading 
several aspects. The aim of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the effects of 
scaling on the performance of analog-to-digital converters and to discuss the current 
trends in ADC development. 

5.1 Effects and Limitations due to Scaling 
5.1.1 Reduced Supply Voltage 

When reducing the oxide thickness in newer technology nodes, the supply voltage is 
reduced to keep the oxide stress within tolerable limits and prevent a rapid rate of 
device degradation. For the digital logic, this results in lower power dissipation. 
However, this degrades the analog DC performance the transistors, specifically 
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5.2 Matching and Process Variations 
During the manufacturing process, the limited accuracy as well as the stochastic 

nature of some process steps will cause the transistor behavior to deviate from nominal 
and vary between dies. Also, the temperature and voltage will vary across the chip and 
over time [6]. This will have an impact on the analog circuitry, causing parameter 
variations in for example offset, gain and non-linearity. 

The variations due to process manufacturing could be of both systematic and 
random nature. Systematic variations include for example variations in interconnect 
thickness resulting from non-uniform metal density during the chemical-mechanical 
polishing (CMP) process [6] and layout related variations resulting from the limited 
lithography resolution and shallow trench isolation [7]. 

Die-to-die variations in the transistor behavior include random discrete dopant 
fluctuations, line-edge roughness and variations in the channel-length [8], [9]. When 
going to the 22nm process node and beyond, these will become significant contributors 
to the overall variations [10]. With the small gate areas possible at these nodes, the 
number of dopants has been reduced to the extent that individual atoms, both in quantity 
and location, will have an impact of the transistor behavior [11]. The roughness of the 
edges defined by lithography will cause random variations in the effective gate length 
and width. On a chip, both the passive and active devices will be subject to the 
variations caused by the inaccuracies of the photolithographic process [12]. Because the 
control of geometry precision in the lithography process will reduce with decreasing 
feature sizes [13], these effects can be expected to further increase in future process 
nodes. 

 

Figure 5.2 - Expected change in transit frequency according to the ITRS, the solid 
line corresponds to known process solutions while the dashed line is extrapolated 
values without a known manufacturing process. 
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5.3 Trends in Nanoscale CMOS Design 
The newest technology nodes introduce both benefits and drawbacks for the design 

of analog-to-digital converters. A solution, as proposed in [1], to overcome the issue 
with reduced supply voltage is to operate critical analog circuits at a higher supply 
voltage. Without special considerations this would result in higher stress of the 
transistors with oxide breakdown, hot-carriers and NBTI [14], [15] to follow at an 
accelerated rate. The use of thick-oxide transistors, often an option in modern CMOS 
processes, can allow higher supply voltage and effectively means that analog parts can 
be designed with transistor performance equal to that of older processes, with increased 
linearity and analog gain but reduced speeds. 

An alternative solution is to follow the trend outlined in books, publications and 
panel discussions, utilizing the digital processing power in nanoscale technology nodes 
to correct for the analog circuit shortcomings [16] - [19]. For example, matching is less 
of a concern when the accuracy can be compensated for digitally. This also applies to 
non-linearity, which allows for the use of low-accuracy, non-linear analog circuits with 
the functionality being corrected by digital circuits, thereby better utilizing the 
capability of modern processes. 

5.4 Power Dissipation Trends and Limits 
Even with the challenges outlined, the energy efficiency of ADCs have continuously 

improved over the over the past fifteen years as can be seen in Figure 5.3, which 
contains publication data of flash, pipeline and SAR ADCs from ISSCC and VLSI 
Symposium between 1997-2011 [20]. 

The minimum sampling power was used as a minimum bound for the power 
dissipation of ADCs in [21], Paper I seeks to improve these bounds by modeling the 
power dissipation of flash and pipeline Nyquist ADCs taking into account both the 
thermal noise limits as well as the minimum possible device sizes realizable in a 
process. The latter is important as the capacitance required from a thermal noise point of 
view can be several orders of magnitude lower than what can be implemented. The 
power dissipation bounds in Paper I are derived for both flash and pipeline ADCs under 
the assumption that the accuracy control for comparators and gain stages are managed 
by digital error correction. The correction logic, given the efficiency of digital logic in 
modern processes, is considered cheap in area and power compared to their analog 
counterparts. This assumption, or approximation, is justified for thermal noise limited 
converters with medium to high resolutions of 8-14 bits or higher. At low resolutions, 
the converters are often limited by the process itself in terms of minimum device sizes 
and devices sized for speed rather than noise. Therefore, the power dissipation, of both 
an analog building block such as a comparator and a digital gate are of the same order. 
The logic required to correct for the analog inaccuracies could require more gates than 
the number of analog building blocks, which would make the power dissipation of the 
digital correction logic the dominant part. Therefore, the use of circuit trimming for 
lower resolutions to control gain and offset is becoming more popular [22]. For medium 
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resolution converters however, the use of digital calibration has become a standard tool 
and the focus has shifted towards efficient amplifier implementations [23]. 

As the energy efficiency is approaching the thermal noise limits for medium 
resolutions, the rapid improvement in these areas will be slowed down and the focus 
will be shifted to the improvement of other aspects. 
  

Figure 5.3 - Trend of decreasing the energy per conversion of flash, pipeline and 
SAR ADCs. P/fs has halved every 1.7 years over the past fifteen years. For the 
specific architectures, the energy halves every 3.0 years for Flash ADCs, every 2.1 
years for pipeline ADCs and every 1.5 years for SAR ADCs. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 
With the high requirements on signal processing capability, the integration of analog 

front-ends with the digital back-end means that the analog-to-digital converters should 
be implemented in the newest CMOS technology process nodes. Although the scaling 
of CMOS technologies has increased the density and performance of digital logic, 
analog circuits have not been able to utilize the process scaling to the same extent. 

Therefore, the trend in the design of analog-to-digital converters has been to use 
low-accuracy analog components assisted by the powerful digital logic to calibrate the 
circuit behavior and increase the performance while reducing both power dissipation 
and area of the analog circuits. 

With the support from digital circuits, the published analog-to-digital converters 
have continued the trend of reducing the power dissipation every year. This thesis 
explores how far this trend can continue. Thermal noise will set a lower limit on the 
power dissipation and estimations for the power bounds of flash and pipeline ADCs are 
developed, assuming that the converter accuracy is handled by digital calibration. 

The use of low-accuracy components in flash and pipeline ADCs are also 
investigated. Redundant comparators are demonstrated in the design of a 90nm flash 
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ADC achieving an overall low-power solution at a sample-rate of 2.5 GS/s. The use of 
redundancy is taken one step further in a 1.5 GS/s 90nm flash ADC where the reference 
network is removed and mismatch induced comparator offsets are used as the source of 
reference levels, achieving 3.69 effective bits. 

Two pipeline ADCs has also been developed in 65nm CMOS. The first 
demonstrates the high sample-rates possible in the pipeline architecture by using low-
accuracy open-loop amplifiers and relying on digital calibration correct for non-linearity 
and gain errors. The achieved sample-rate of 2.4 GS/s is the fastest reported for CMOS 
single-channel pipeline ADCs. The second pipeline ADC focused on implementing an 
energy efficient converter at gigasample per second rates. The support of digital logic is 
here used to estimate the gain errors, which are then trimmed by analog circuitry, 
removing the need for the additional power dissipation of the correction logic. 

The designs demonstrated in this thesis are examples of the techniques, using low-
accuracy analog components, to design high speed ADCs in nanoscale CMOS 
processes. 

 




